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LINEAR CONGRUENCES IN DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES 
MARTIN GAVALEC, Kosice 
The structure of linear congruences in distributive lattices is studied in this 
paper. The problem of equality of the local and lattice dimensions of a distri­
butive lattice is solved affirmatively by Theorem 5.7 in the case when the 
dimensions (at least one of them) are finite. (The negative answer in the 
infinite case has been shown already in [1]). 
0. Preliminary 
We shall use the denotation and the terminology introduced in [1] with 
the following additions. 
By a relation we mean a set of ordered pairs; if R is a relation, then T>(R) 
is the set of all first elements of pairs from R. If for any x e T>(R) there is at 
most one element y such that (xy) e R, then R is a function. A congruence Q 
on a la/ttice L is called linear, if (xy) e Q implies that x, y are comparable. 
Two congruences on L are orthogonal, if their intersection is the identity on L. 
The (only) maximal congruence orthogonal to a congruence Q on L will be 
denoted Q1-. By 4-, 2 we shall denote the join of congruences in the distributive 
lattice of all congruences on L, while U, [J will denote the set-theoretical 
join. We say that an ordered set A satisfies the condition of maximality, 
if every chain in A has an upper bound in A. 
In the lattice L, the complement L — X of a subset X of L will be denoted 
by —X, the set of all lower (upper) bounds of X is denoted by £f?(X)(°U(X)). 
Convex subsets r, p of L are called projective, if any interval [xy] ^ r is 
projective with some [uv] c p and conversely. If a, b are subsets of L and 
for any y e a, z e b we have y /\ z = x, then we say that a, b are orthogonal 
over x. A subset b of L is called an independent system over x, if x $ b and 
if for any y e b the sets {y}, b —- {y} are orthogonal over x. Then, denoting 
card b = { ({ need not be finite), we say also that & is a {-system over x, 
or a lower {-system (in L) and x is a lower {-element (in L). If r is a convex 
chain in L and if every x e r, which is not the greatest element in r, is a lower 
{-element in L, then r is called a lower {-chain (in L). The notions of the 
upper {-element and the upper {-chain are defined dually. Thus, according 
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to [1], lodim L = sup {f; there is a lower or upper I-element in L} and if 
lodim L is finite, lodim L = sup {I; there is a lower I-element in L}. We 
remember also that the lattice dimension of L, ldim L, is a cardinal I if L is 
a subdirect product of i chains but not a subdirect product of less than 
I chains, that lodim L < ldim L and that if lodim L is finite, then lodim L ^ 
^ dim L < ldim L holds. 
1. Convex chains 
1.0. In this section let r be a convex chain in a distributive lattice L. We 
define two congruences, one of them „parallel" to r, the other congruence 
orthogonal to the first one. 
1.1. Let us define a relation f between elements of the lattice L and of the 
chain r as follows: (tyy e f if 
(i) x V (y A t) = y for every x e r, x < y, 
(ii) z /\ (y \J t) = y for every z er, y ^ z. 
1.2. T/ie condition 1.1 (i) is satisfied if and only if 
(i) £Aere i8 no a; e r, x< y, or 
(ii) there is x er, x< y, x \J (y /\ t) = y. 
Proof. Evidently- (i) implies l.l(i). Let 1.2(h) hold and let be x\ er, x\ < y.. 
We cannot have x ^ x\ \J (y /\ t), because it would give x ^ y /\ t, x \J 
V (y /\ t) = x 4= y. As x\ ^ x\ \J (y A 0 < y and therefore x\ \J (y /\ t) e r 
holds, we have x ^ x\ \J (y /\ t) and x\ \J (y /\ t) = x \J (xi \J (y /\ t)) = 
= x\ V (# V [y A't)) = %i V y = V- Thus the condition 1.1 (i) is fulfilled. 
Conversely, 1.1 (i) evidently implies (i) or (ii). 
1.3. The relation f is a homomorphism of the convex sublattice T>(f) of L onto 
the chain r. 
Proof. Let (tyy, (ty{yef. The elements y,y\ are comparable, let, e.g., 
y ^ y\. Then y = y\ /\ (y \J t) = y \J (y\ A t) = y\ holds, therefore f is 
a function. , 
Now let (tyy, (hy\) e f. Again let, e. g., y ^ y\. For every xer, x ^ y 
we have x V (y A (t A *i)) = * V ((y A 2/i) A (* A *i)) = * V ((2/ A t) A 
A (2/i A *i)) = (a V (y A 0) A (* V (lh A *i)) =4 y A 2/1 = 2/, for every z e r, 
y ^ z we haves A (2/ V (* A *i)) = * A ((y V *) A (y V *i)) = M ( ! / V 0) A 
A (y V h) = y A (y \J h) = y. Dually (t \J h, y{> e f is shown. Thus f is 
a homomorphism and D(r) is a sublattice of L. 
Let <£n 2/o >, <*i2/i> e r, Jo < t ^ £i. Then y0 < i/i holds, because f is a homo-
morphism. We denote y = (y0 \J t) A 2/i = 2/o V (* A 2/i) and have £/0 < 2/ < 2/1-
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We have also y0 \J (y A t) = y A (yo V *) = (yo V (t A yi)) A (yo V *) = 
= 2/o V (* A yi) = 2/- If ?/o = y, then for every x ^ y0 = y we have y = y0 = 
= x V (2/o A to) ^ % \f (y A t) < y. Thus by 1.2 the condition 1.1 (i) is 
satisfied. The condition 1.1(h) is verified dually. Therefore (tyyef, teD(f) 
and D(f) is convex in L. 
1.4. 7 / # =1= y and the interval [xy] c= r is projective with [st], then (sxy, (tyy e f. 
Proof . By 2.2 [1] the projectivity of [xy], [st] implies x \J (y f\t) = y. 
Hence 1.2(h) and therefore also l.l(i) are fulfilled. Now let z er, y ^ z. We 
•denote a = (x \J s) A z = # V (8 A z) a r-d have x ^ a ^ z, hence a e r. 
Further we have aAyz=(%\fs)AzAy = (xVs)Ay = % (again using 
2.2 [1]), therefore the comparability of a, y and the condition x 4= y imply 
y = a\/ y = (z As)\J x\J y = (z As)\J y = z A (8 V y) = z A (t V y). 
Thus 1.1(h) and (tyy e f hold. The second part (sxy e f is proved dually. 
1.5. Let us define Rr = {t; (V x, y e r)[t A « = ' A y]}> •#? = {t\ (V#, y e 
•e r)[t \J x = t \J y]}. Then ice have 
(i) R°r u ^ u T>(f) = L, 
(ii) i?,° n i?,1 = 0, if card r > 1, 
(hi) J??? r\D(f) = 0 if and only if there is no least element in r, 
(iv) if y is the least element in r, then Rr = {t; (tyy e f}, 
(v) if r is an interval, then D(f) = L. 
Proof . To prove (i) let us suppose t$ Rr U R) U D(r). Then first there 
•are x,y er such tha t x < y and t A % < t A y- If we denote y0 = x \l (t A y) = 
= (x \f t) f\ y, then according to x f\ (t f\ y) = t A (# A y) = t A % we have 
[t A %, t A y] ~ [%yo] and x<y0. By 1.2 the assumption y0< y gives 
(ty0y er, te B(f), because y A (yo V t) = y A (x V (* A y) V t) = 
= y f\ (x \f t) = y0 and dually x \J (y0 A 0 = 2/o hold. Thus we have y0 = y 
and y\Jt = x\J(tf\y)\Jt = x\ft, therefore t \f x = t \J z = t V y for 
JO ^ z ^ y. 
By dual reasoning we get z = x A (t V z) = (# A 0 V z, t A ^ = z f\ x 
for z < x, t \J z< t \J x. Then the element a = (y At) \f z = y A (t \J z) 
belongs to r and fulfils aA% = yA(tVz)A% = %A(t\Jz) = z^x, 
a V x = (y A t) V z \J x = (y f\ t) \f x = y 4= x, which is impossible as a, x 
are comparable. 
We see tha t t \J z = t \/ y holds for z < y. Hence there exists z er, y < z, 
t V y < t V z. Again we show analogously that y = z A (t V y) and by 1.2 
we get (tyyef, teD(f), which is a contradiction and (i) has been proved. 
The modularity of L gives immediately (ii). 
Now let y be the least element in r. \itAy = tAz holds for any zer, 
then z A (t V y) = (* A t) \J y = (y A t) V y = y, i. e. l.l(ii) is fulfilled. 
As 1.1 (i) follows from 1.2, we have (tyy ef. Conversely, if we have (tyy ef, 
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then y = z /\ (t \J y) and y/\t = z/\(t\Jy)/\t = z/\t for any zer. 
We have proved (iv) and one implication from (iii). 
Finally, suppose tha t there is no least element in r, let t E D(r), then by 1.2 
there is x er, x < y, x V (y A t) = y. We further have x /\ (y /\ t) = 
= (x A y) A t = x A t, so tha t [x /\ t, y A t] ~ [xy]. That means x A t < 
< y A t, i. e. t$ R®. The proof of (iii) is complete. The statement (v) follows 
from (i) and (iv). 
1.6. (i) R® is an ideal in L, 
(ii) if s e Rr, (tyy E f, then (s V t, y> e f. 
Proof . Let s,teR°r, x,yer. Then (8 V t) A x = (s A x) V (t A a?) = 
= (8 A y) V (* A y) = (8 V t) A 2/, so tha t 8 V te R?. 
Let 8 ^ t E R®, x,y E r. Then s/\x = (s/\t)/\x = s/\(t/\x) = 
= s A (t A y) = (s A t) Ay = sAy,so tha t s ER° . We have proved (i). 
To prove (ii) let s E R®, (tyy E f. Then for any x E r, x < y we have x V 
V (y A (8 V t)) = x v (y A 8) V (y A t) = (y A s) V (x V (y A t)) = 
= (y A s) V y = y and for any zEr, y ^ z we have z A (2/ V (8 V *)) = 
= z A (s V (y V t)) = (z A s) V (z A (y V 0 ) = (* A 8) V y = (y A 8) V y = y-
1.7. .£e£ ^8 define a relation Rr on L as follows 
(i) if s,tE JRJ? , then (sty e Rr, 
(ii) if s, t E R], then (sty E Rr, 
(iii) if (syy, (tyy e f, then (sty e Rr. 
Then the relation Rr is a congruence on L and L\Rr is a chain, which is iso-
morphic to r if ~D(f) = L. 
Proof . The symmetry of Rr follows immediately from the definition, the 
reflexivity follows from 1.5(i). As for ca rd r = 0,1, R® = Rj = L holds, the 
transitivity of Rr is a consequence of 1.5(h), (iii), (iv). Finally the compatibility 
of Rr with the lattice operations in L and the linearity of L\Rr follow from 
1.3, 1.6 and statements dual to 1.6. If T>(f) = L,Rr is completely defined 
by (iii), thus L\Rr is evidently isomorphic to r. 
1.8. Let us define a relation Qr on L as follows: (uv) E Qr if there is an interval 
[xy] £= r projective with [uv] or with [vu\. If r 4= 0, then Qr is a congruence in L 
Proof . The assumption r H= 0 gives immediately the reflexivity of Qr. 
The symmetry follows from the definition. 
Let (psy, (sty EQr and let [xy] c r projective with [ps], [vz] ^ r projective 
with [8£]. According to 1.4, we have (syy, (svy E f, thus by 1.3 we have y = v. 
From 2.2 [1] it follows tha t xAt=^xAy/\t = xAyAs = xAs = xAp* 
Analogously we get z A P = x A P and dually x\Jt = z\Jp = z\Jt. There-
fore [xz], [pt] are projective (using 2.1, 2.2 [1]) and (pty EQV. 
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Now let [xy] c r projective with [ps], [vz] c; r projective with [ts]. Again 
we get y = z, using 1.3, 1.4. The elements x, v are comparable, let e. g., x ^ v. 
From the properties of transposed intervals it follows tha t [vy], [(v \J p) f\ 8,8] 
are projective. As [vy], [ts] are also projective, by 2.3(i) [1] we get (v \J p) J\ 
J\ s = t. The interval [xv] is projective with [p, (v \J p) J\ s] = [pt], hence 
{pty eQr. We have proved the transitivity of Qr (the other cases are dual). 
If p eL and {sty eQr, e. g. if [xy] g r is projective with [st], we denote 
v = (s V p) A t = s V (P A 0- Again the intervals [(v \J x) J\y, y], [vt] are 
projective. On the other hand, [vt] ~ [v \J p,t \J p] = [s \J p,t \J p] holds. 
Hence we have {s \J p,t V p}eQr. Dually <8 A P>t A P) zQr is proved. 
1.9. If [uv] c D(f), then there is [st] £ [uv] such that {usy, {vt) e Rr, 
{sty eQr. 
Proof . Let us denote x = f(u), y = f(v), s = (x V u) /\ v,t = (y J\ v) \J u. 
Then we have s \J x = ((x \J u) J\ v) \J x = (u \J x) J\% (v \J x) = (u A v) \J 
V x = u V x, t V y = (y A v) \J u \J y = u \J ((y A v) \J y) = u \J y and 
therefore y f\ (s \J x) = y J\ (u \J x) = x, y\/(s\Jx) = y\Ju\Jx = y \J 
\J u = t \J y, i.e. [xy] ~ [s \J x, t \J y]. Dually we see tha t [8 A x9 t f\ y] ~ 
~ [xy], thus by 2.1, 2.2 [1] the intervals [xy], [st] are projective and the proof 
is complete according to 1.4, 1.8. 
1.10. Rr is the maximal congruence orthogonal to Qr, Rr = Qf. 
P roof . Let us suppose tha t R is a congruence orthogonal to Qr and {uv) e R, 
<uvy <£ Rr. Hence also (u J\ v, u \J v> eR, <u J\ v, u \J vy $Rr, so that 
we may assume u ^ v. We cannot have [uv] ^ D(r), because then 1.9 would 
give [8£] c [uv], {sty eQr, s 4= t and <8£> e R. Thus let, e. g., u $ D(r), there-
fore u eR® and r has no least element. Then for any xer, x ^ f(v) (or for 
any xer, if v <£ D(r), v e R}) {(u \J x) J\v,xye Rr and (u \J x) J\ v e [uv] 
hold. Hence we have [yz] _= [uv] C\ T>(f), {yzy $Rr, <?/z> eR and again 1.9 
gives a contradiction with the orthogonality of R, Qr. 
1.11. If r is projective with a convex chain p, then Qr = Qp, Rr = Rp arid 
f(t) = f(p(t)) for any t eL. 
Proof . The first equality follows from the definition of Qr, the second one 
from 1.10. Let teL, then by 1.7(iii) <^p(t)tyeRp and therefore (p(t)ty e Rr 
hold. By 1.7(iii) we have also <f(p(t))p(t)}, <f(t)tyeRr, hence <f(p(t))f(t)y e Rr 
and f(p(t)) = f(t). 
2. Linear congruences 
2.0. Let L be a distributive lattice in this section. We shall study the 
extending of a linear congruence from a convex sublattice onto the whole L. 
We describe also the maximal congruence which is orthogonal to a given 
linear one. 
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2.1. Let Q be a congruence on L, let B be a finite independent system over 
X in L\Q. Then there is an independent system b over x with the same cardinality 
as B such that xeX, yeYeB (and therefore (xyy £Q) for any y eb. 
Proof. For every Y E B let us choose v(Y) e Y, then for Y 4= Z, v(Y) A 
A v(Z) E X holds. We denote x = \J {v(Y) A v(Z); Y, Z E B & Y =t= Z}, 
b = {x\J v(Y); YeB}. Evidently xeX, x \J v(Y) e Y for any Y EB and 
(x V v(Y)) /\(x\J v(Z)) = x V (v(Y) A v(Z)) = x. So x \J v(Y) * x \J v(Z) 
for Y 4= Z and b is an independent system over x with the same cardinality 
as B. 
2.2. Let M be a set of congruences on L, let a linear congruence QM be the least 
congruence on L containing all elements of M, i.e. QM = 2 ^ . Then RM = 
= n{Q±;QeM} = n {Rr; r EL/Q &Q e M} = n{Rr;r = [xy]&(xy>eQe 
eM} = Q^. 
Proof. Evidently QM = 2 {Qr\ r e L\Q & Q e M) = 2 {Qr\ r = [xy] & (xyy e 
eQ E 31}. According to 1.10, the assertion follows from the properties of the 
ordering of congruences by the set inclusion. 
2.3. Let Q be a linear congruence on L, let us denote Q1- = R. Then LjR is 
a chain. 
Proof. By 2.2, R = n {Rr; r = [xy] & (xyy EQ}. Let x,y EL such that 
MR II [yh- Then (x /\ y, xy, (x A 2/. 2/> ̂  R> i. e. <x /\y,xy$ Rr, <x A y>yy $ 
$ Rp for some r = [uv], p = [st], (uvy E Q, (sty E Q. We have D(f) = D(p) = L 
by 1.5(v), therefore using 1.9 and the properties of transposed intervals we 
can find x', y' such that x' \\ y', (x' A y'> x'y EQT, <V A y'> 2/'> ^Qv> i-
 e-
(x'y'y E Q, which is a contradiction with the linearity of Q. 
2.4. Let Q\ be a linear congruence on a convex sublattice L\ of L, then Q = 
= U {Qr;r E L\jQ\} = u {Qr:r = [xy] & (xyy E Q\} is a linear congruence on L. 
Q is the minimal congruence on L containing Q\ and the restriction Q n (L\ X L\) 
ofQ to L* is equal to Q\. If we denote QL = R, Q^ = R\, then R n (L\ x L\) = 
= R\. 
Proof. At first let u<v<iv, let the interval [uv] be ^projective with 
P = [x\yi]y let r = [vw] be projective with q = [x2y2] and let (x\y{), <̂ 22/2> e Q\. 
By 1.11 we have* Rr = Rq and f(y\ /\ v) = v, f(y\) = f(x\ \J (y\ /\ v)) = 
= f(x\) V v = f(x\). Let us denote t = q(f(xx)), by 1.11 we get t = q(x\) = 
= q(y\) and set z = p(t). 
If z > x\, t > X2 holds, then [ î A t, z A t] ~ [x\z], [X2 A *>z f\t] ~ [x2t] 
give us x\ A t, x2 /\"z < z A t, (x\ A t, z A ty, (x2 A z, z f\ ty E Q\ and (x\ A 0 V 
V (x2 A *) = ((x\ A t) V x2) A ((x\ A t) \J z) = t /\ z, which is a contra-
diction with the linearity of Q\. 
Analogously, if z < y\, t < y2, then [zy{] ~ [z \J t, y\ \J t], [ty2] ~ 
~ [z \J t,z \J y2], which gives z \J t < y\\J t, z \J y2, (z \J t, y\ \J ty, 
(z V t,z\/ y2) EQX and (y\ V t) J\(z\J y2) = ((yi \J t) /\ z) \J ((y\ \J t) A 
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A y2) = z \/ t, which is a contradiction with the linearity of Q\. 
Hence we have z = X\, t = y2 or z = y\, t =•- x2. 
In the first case according to 1.11 we may assume y2 ^ x\. Then the elements 
a = (x\ A v) V 2/2 = x\ A (v \f y2), b = (y\ A v) V x2 = yi A (v V #2) 
fulfil a A & = xi A (v V 2/2) A 2/1 A (^ V ^2) = (#i A yi) A ((v V 2/2) A 
A (v V #2)) = #1 A (^ V x2) = (x\ A v) V %2 and a, b e [x2y\], i. e. a,beL\. 
Hence we have b A x\ = y\ A (v \J x2) A
 x\ = a A b, b \J x\ = ((y\ A v) \f 
V x2) \J x\ = (y\ A v) V x\ = y\, thus [a A b, b] ~ [a?iyj. Analogously y2 A 
A (a Ab) = y2 Ax\ A {v V x2) = y2 A (v \f x2) = x2, y2 \f (a A b) = y2 \f 
V (x\ A v) V x2 = y2\f (x\ A v) = d, thus [x2y2] ~ [a A b, a] holds. We 
have obtained a contradiction with the linearity of Q\. 
$0 z —- yi, t — x2 is true. According to 1.11 we can assume tha t y\ ^ x2. 
Denoting a = (x\ \f u) A 2/2 = x\ \f (u A 2/2), b = (x\ \J v) A 2/2 = x\ \f 
V (v A 2/2), c = (x\\J w) A 2/2 = x\ V (w A yi) we have x \ ^ a ^ b ^ c ^ 
^ y2, i. e. a,b,ceL\. Then we have y\ A a = y\ A {xi \f u) A 2/2 = 2/i A 
A (x\ V u) = x\, ij\ V a = y\ \f ((x\ \J u) A 2/2) = (2/1 V x\ \/ u) A (2/1 V 2/2) = 
= (2/1 V ^) A 2/2 = (#1 V ^) A 2/2 = b, thus [X12/1] ~ [a&] and dually [6c] ~ 
~ [̂ 22/2]. That means <a&>, <&c> eQ\, therefore also (ac) eQ\. Then 8 = [ac] 
is a chain and we have (suv), (yiv)eQs, thus < ( ^ ^ > G Q S . From s(u) = a, 
s(v) = b, s(w) = c it follows tha t [ac], [uw] are projective intervals. 
We have proved now tha t if the elements u, v e L can be connected by 
a finite $i-sequence, i- e- if there are finitely many elements to = u, 
t\,t2, ...,tn = v such tha t every interval [ti„\ti] (i = 1, ..., n) is projective 
with some [xiyi] ^ L\, (xtyC) eQ\, then there is r = [xy] ^ L\, (xy) eQ\ 
such tha t (uv) eQr, (uv)> eQ. 
I t is a known fact t ha t the congruence Q\ can be extended to a congruence Qo 
on L (without the assumption of the convexity of L\ and the linearity of Q\) 
defined as follows: (uv) e Qo, if the elements u A v, u and the elements u,u\J v 
can be connected by a finite Qi-sequence. In our case (uv) e Qo gives (u A v, 
u \/ v) eQ, therefore also (uv) eQ. That shows that Qo £ Q. The converse 
inclusion is trivial. So Q is a congruence on L. The remaining assertions follow 
easily from the definition of Q. 
2.5. Let Q be a linear congruence on L, R = QL. If L/R consists just of two 
elements R°, R1, then (xy) eQ if and only if x e R°, y e R1, x -< y. 
Proof . Q is not the identity on L, otherwise LjR would have only one 
element L. Hence there are x < y, {xy) e Q. The orthogonality of Q, R gives 
x e R°, y e R1, x -< y. Now let u e R°, v e Rl, u -< v, then y A u,x V (2/ A u) e 
e R°, thus x^x\J(yAu)<y gives y A u < x and x A u = 2/ A ^- Analo-
gously we get x A u = x A v and dually x\fv = y\Jv = y\Ju. By 2.1, 
2.2 [1], the intervals [xy], [uv] are projective and (uvy eQ. 
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3. ^-chains 
3.0. From now on we suppose that L is a distributive lattice of finite local 
dimension k > 0. We show that if r is a &-chain, then Qr, Rr have some special-
properties. 
3.1. If b is a k-system over x, then for any y e b, the interval [xy] is a chain. 
Proof. Let us suppose that there are incomparable elements u,ve[xy].. 
We denote x' = u J\ v, V = {z \J x''; zeb &z 4= y), z0 = \J (b — {y}) and 
get [xzo] ~ [x', zo V x']. So 6' is a (k — l)-system over x' and for zeb, z =1= y 
we have (z \J xf) /\ u = (z /\ u) \J (x' J\ u) = x \J x' = x' = (z\J x') f\ v.. 
We see that b' U {uv} is a (k + l)-system over x , which is a contradiction. 
3.2. If b is a k-system over x and x < t, then there is y eb such that x <t J\ y. 
If, moreover \xt\ is a chain, then x = t A zfor any zeb, z =-p y and the elements 
y, t are comparable. 
Proof. For any y eb we have x ^ t A y. The assumption x = t /\ y for 
any y eb leads to a contradiction, hence x<t f\ y for some y eb. If x < 
<t /\ z, zeb,z # y, then (t A z) A (t A y) = x, therefore t /\ z, t f\ y are 
incomparable and [xt] is not a chain. If x = t f\ z for any z eb, z 4= y, then 
{t V y) U (b — {2/}) is a ^-system over x, therefore by 3.1 [x, t \J y] is a chain 
and y, t are comparable. 
3.3. Let rbe a convex chain, x a lower k-element in L. If x, u, v er, x < u < v, 
then lodim [u]Rr < k. 
Proof. Let us suppose that lodim [u]Rr = k, i. e. let there exist a ^-system 
6 over y, (yu), (zu) e f for every z-e b. Hence u \J y = (x \J (u J\ y)) \J y = 
= x \J ((u J\ y) \J y) = x \J y holds. Let a be a &-system over #, by 3.2 we can 
assume u e a. In the same way as in the proof of 2.4 [1] we denote a2 = 
= {z \J y; z e a & z /\ (x \J y) = x}, b2 = {z \/ x; zeb&zA(x\/y) = y}. 
From the mentioned proof it follows that d' = {z A t; z,t e a2 U b2 & z /\ t > 
> x V y} is a A;-system over x V 2/- \i zea, z J\ (x \J y) = x, i. e. z + uT 
then by 3.2 z J\ v = x holds, hence (z \J y) J\ (v \J y) = (z f\v) \J y = x \J y. 
For zeb we have v J\ (u \J z) = u = x \J (u J\ z) and u /\ z = (v /\ 
A (u V z)) A z = v A ((u V z) A z) = v J\ z, therefore (z V x) A (v V y) = 
= (z /\v)\J (x /\v)\J (z Ay)\J (x /\y) = (z /\u)\J x\J y\/ (x /\y) = 
= ((z f\u)\J x) \J y = u J\y = x\f y. We have shown z/\(v\/y) = x\Jy 
for zea2u b2, hence for z A '
G d w e have (z J\ t) f\ (v \J y) = x \J y. Now 
[uv] ~ [x \J y, v \J y] gives v \J y> x \J y. Thus d U {v \J y) is a (k + 1)-
system over x\J y, which is a contradiction. 
3.4. Let r be a lower k-chain, let us denote Lr = L — (R^ U R]), then 
lodim Lr/Qr < k. 
Proof. Let us suppose lodim Lr\Qr > k, then by 2.1 there is a fc-system 
b over x in Lr such that (xy^ $ Qr for any y eb. As LjRr is a chain, according 
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to 3.3 there is yeb such that (xyy$Br, (xzy eBr for any zeb, z • y. 
Evidently Lr £ D(r) holds, hence by 1.9 there is an [st] c [xy] such .tat 
<#8>, (yty eBr, (sty eQr. The assumption s> x gives a contradiction ace . *d-
ing to 3.3, thus s = x. Then t< y must hold and {y} \J {t \J z; z eb k z y} 
is a ^-system over t, which is a contradiction with 3.3. 
3.5. If r is a lower k-chain, then there is a set M of upper k-chains such %t 
Qr = u {Qs; s e M}. 
Proof. By 3.2, for any p = [xy] c r, x<y we can choose a k-sy a 
b over x,yeb. Then we denote x' = \J b,z' = \J (b — {z}) for any z < 
b' = {z'; z G 6} and from the properties of transposed intervals we get -* » 
b' is a ^-system under x, i. e. p' = [y'x'] is an upper &-chain, projective wi 
By 1.11 we have Qp = Qv>, hence the fact that Qr = U {Qp; p = [xy] 
completes the proof. 
3.6. Let Qo, Q be congruences on L. We shall say that Q is a &-exten& i 
of Qo, if there is a set Jf of lower ib-chains such that Q = Qo + ^ {Qr; r e 31}. 
If Qo is the identity on L, we say that Q is a ^-generated congruence on 7 
Note . By 3.5 the definition will not be changed if we replace „lown 
by „upper" in it. 
4. k-generated congruences 
4.0. If we want to show that L is a subdirect product of k chains, we can 
do it by induction and it is necessary and sufficient to find a linear congruence 
Q in L such that lodim L\Q < k. Namely, if we denote B = QL, then L\B 
is a chain and L is a subdirect product of L\B X L\Q. In the previous section 
we have seen that, for any ifc-chain r in L, Qr fulfils a weaker condition 
lodim Lr\Qr < k. This fact will be generalized now. 
4.1. Let Q be a linear congruence on L, B = QL. We denote by B° the 
least element in L\B, or set B° = 0 if such an element does not exist. J?1 is 
defined dually. Finally we set L(B) = L — (BP U B1). 
Note . If r is a convex chain in L, then Lr = L(Br). 
4.2. By s/(L) we shall denote the set of all non-identical linear congruences 
Q on L satisfying the condition lodim L(Q1-)\Q < k. S/K(L) will be the set 
of all ^-generated Q e s/(L). 
If Qo e s/(L), then s/(Qo, L) is the set of all fc-extensions Q of Qo, Q e s/(L). 
4.3. s/(L), s/k(L), s/(Qo> L) satisfy the condition of maximality, if ordered 
by inclusion. 
Proof. The proof suffices to be done for s/(L), s/(Qo, L). Hence let M be 
a chain in s/(L). Let us denote QM = u M, evidently QM is a linear congruence 
on L. If M is a chain in s/(Qo, L), then QM is a ^-extension of Q0. If we denote 
M1- = {Q1-; Q e M}, then by 2.2 we have Qfr = BM = n M± and clearly 
also B°M = n {B°; B e M±}, B
1
M = n{B
1; Be M±}. So L(BM) = L — 
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- ( J ^ u ^ ) = L-(n{R«; REM±}KJ n {R1; REM±}) = Ln-n 
n {R° u R1; REM±} = L n u {- (R° u .B1); Ueif-L} = u {£ n - (_R° u R1); 
R E Jf-L} = U {L(JS); 1? e Mx} holds, if we use the fact tha t J?°, R1 for 12 G Jfx 
are linearly ordered by inclusion. 
Now let b be a ^-system over a in L(RM), then there is Q e M, Q^ = R 
such tha t b c .£(12), a; G £(12), therefore (xy^eQ and (xy}eQM for some 
2/£ 6. So lodim L(RM)IQM < k and QM£J/(L), S/(QO,L) respectively. 
4.4. .Letf Q be a maximal element in s/(L) or in s/(Qo, L). If [xy] is a k-chain 
and (xy) $ R = Q^, then (xy} e Q. 
Proof . Let us suppose (xy)><£Q. The assumption xe^R1 gives y E R1 and 
(xy) G R, hence x $ R1 must hold. 
First we shall assume tha t for any t e [xy], t & R1, there is (xt} e Q. Then 
evidently y e R1 must be true. We denote r = [xy] and show tha t (uv) e Qr, 
u ^ v, v <fc R imply (UV}EQ. Namely, [uv] is projective with [pq] c [xy]. 
If u #= v, by 1.4 we have r(v) = q, q = x \J (q A v) and a; <£ R1, v $ R1 give 
q A v £ R1, q$Rl. Thus (xq), (pq} e Q and (uv} e Q. 
We define a relation JV in L as follows: (uw), (wu) e N, if there is v e L, 
u ^ v ^ w such tha t (uvy e Q and (vwi) e Qr. The reflexivity, the symmetry 
and the compatibility of N with the lattice operations are evident. To verify 
the transitivity of N let be (uwy, (wqy G N. 
Let u ^ v ^ w ^ p ^ q , (uv}, (wp) G Q, (VW}9 (pq} EQT. If w = p, 
then (vq} G Qr, (uq) e N. If w =)= p, then w £ U
1, (VW} G Q, < -̂p> e Q, (uq} e N. 
Further let u ^ v < w, q ^ p ^ w, (uv}, (qp} e Q, (vio), (pw} e Qr. 
Then (vp*) G Qr holds and v, p are comparable, let e. g., v ^ p. There is 
v ^ v V ? < P, i. e. (v,v \J q), (v A q, ?> eQr, and q <: v \J q ^ p, i.e. 
(q, v \J q}eQ. If q<v\J q, then g £ J21, (v A q, q>, (v, v\J q>sQ and 
(vq) EQ, i. e. (uq} EQ, N. 
If q = v V q, then <wg> e iV. 
Finally, let w ^ v ^ u, iv ^ p ^ g, <tw>, <wp> e # , <w>, <^r/> e Qr. 
Hence (vp} E Q and v, p are comparable, let e. g., p ^ v. Then w < v A g O , 
i . e . (vAq,v}, (q,q\/v}EQ, and p ^ v A q ^ q, i . e . (vAq,q>eQr. 
I£vAq<q<v\Jq, then g <£ 121, <*; A ?, 2> e Q, <vg> EQ, v\\q, which is 
a contradiction. Hence q = v A q and (uq) e N, or q = v \/ q, v = v A q, 
(vq) EQr, (uq) EQr,N. The proof of the transitivity of N is complete. We 
see tha t N is a linear congruence on L and tha t N = Q -}- Qr, hence N is 
a /j-extension of Q. 
Let u E R°, then (x, x \J u} e R, (x, (x \J u) A y> e R. Therefore (x \J u) A 
Ay^R1 and (x,(x\J u) Ayy^Q, i . e . x = (x \j u) A y. By 1.1, 1.2, 
f (u) = x and therefore UER® holds. Thus R° ^ R®. 
Now let UER], i. e. r(u) = y. Then y e R1, y = x \J (y A u) give y A u E R1 
and u E R1. Hence Rj _= R. 
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We denote N± = P and by 2.2 we get P° = R° n R°r = R°, P
1 = R1 n i?,1 = 
= R). Therefore L(P) = L - (R° U B}). 
Let c be a ^-system in L(P) over w, such tha t (uvy <£ N for any v ec. Then 
% e .Lr would give c ^ Lr and <w> $ <?r for any v e c, which is a contradiction 
according to 3.4. Thus ŵ e have ueR®., f(u) = x and u $ R1. By the linearity 
of L\R and by lodim L(R)\Q < k, there is vec such tha t (uvy ^R and 
(uwy e R for w e c, v #= w. As <w> <£(? holds, there is VG JB1. Then f(v) = 
= y A (r(v) V v)e R1, hence a; < r(v) and <wv> $ Rr. By the linearity of 
Z'/i?r we have (uwy eRr, f(w) = x for any wee, v 4= w. By 1.9, there is 
[st] c [<^] such tha t <8£> E Q r , (suy, <^> eRr. As v e Lr, f(v) < y, then the 
assumption t< v leads to a contradiction by 3.3. Further, (suy e Rr gives 
r(s) = # and 8 $Rl. Therefore (usy eQ holds, and from (sty eQr, t = v we 
get (uvy e N. Thus we have proved lodim L(P)jN < k and therefore N 
belongs to s/(L) or s/(Qo,L), respectively. Here (xyy&Q, (xyy e N give 
a contradiction with the maximality of Q; therefore our assumption at the 
beginning of the proof cannot be fulfilled. 
So there is i e [xy], t e R1, (xty $ Q. I n an analogous way as in the proof 
of 3.5 we find an upper Z?-chain [t'x'] transposed to [xt]. We get x' <j£ R1, 
(t'x/y $Q and <#V> eQ for any 8 e [ tV] , 8 i R°. If L(R) #= 0, we can choose 
t e L(R). Then also x' £ R° holds and the situation is dual to the previous one. 
If L(R) = 0, then by 2.5 there is a prime interval p = [uv] such tha t Q = Qv. 
Then x e i?0, y eR1 gives uo = (x \l u) f\ y e R°, v0 = (x \/ v) /\ y e R
1 and 
(uoVoyeQ implies tha t po = [Wo] is a prime interval projective with p. 
Hence Q = Qpo and Qr 3 Q is again a contradiction with the maximality of Q. 
That proves (xyy eQ. 
5. Dimensions 
5.0. We have mentioned already in the previous section tha t the proof 
of the equality of the local and lattice dimensions of L will be done by in-
duction through k. Now we formulate the induction hypothesis. 
5.1. I n d u c t i o n h y p o t h e s i s . If L\ is a distributive lattice and lodim L\ < 
< k, then for any Q\ e s/(L{) there is iVj e s/(Q\, L\) such tha t lodim L±/Ni < 
< lodim L\. 
5.2. Let Q be a maximal element in s/(L) or in s/(Qo, L), R = QL. If x e R1 
is a lower k-element, then x is an upper bound of —R1 , i. e. x e ^(—R1). 
Proof . Let x be a lower it-element, x e R1, z^R1. For any fc-system b over 
x let us denote b\ = {y; y eb & y A (z V x) = %}, b2 = {y; y eb & y A 
f\ (z \/ x)> x), t = \J b\, s = x f\ z = t [\ z\ Lx = [st]. Then b'2 = {y A z\ 
y e 62} is an independent system over 8 of the same cardinality as b2, ortho-
gonal to L\ over 8. That implies lodim L\ < k— card b2 — card b\. On the 
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other hand we have lodim Li ^ card b±, so lodim .Li = card 61- Analogically 
lodim [x, x \/ z] = card 62 is shown, therefore card 62 depends only on the 
elements x, z. Let us denote m(x, z) = card 62 and set m = max {m(x, z); 
x being a lower ^-element in R1 & z £ R1}. In the following we shall suppose 
t ha t card 62 = m > 0, i. e. x is not comparable with z. As a; > s holds, we 
have lodim Li = card 61 > 0, so m < k and &i 4= 0. 
Further, if L(R) 4= 0, the element z can be chosen so tha t zeL(R). I f 
L(R) = 0, then L\R has only two elements R°, R1 and according to 2.5, we 
can choose z in such a way tha t there is z' e R1, z -< z' ^ z \J x and <zz'> e Q. 
Then 8' = x J\ z' ER1, (SS') EQ and by 2.5 we have s -< 8' ^ #. Hence for 
any y E Li C\ R°, y ^ y' = y \J s' e Li n R1 holds. Therefore there is 
lodim (Li n 2?°) < lodim Li as well as in the case z e L(R). 
Let us denote Qi = Q n (2_i X .Li), 2?i = 22 n (i^i X .Zri) the restrictions 
of Q, 22 to Li. Analogously as in 1.10 we can show, using 1.9, tha t 2?i — Q{. 
Evidently L(Ri) g l i H L(R) and, as (sy) e R holds for any y eb'2, the ortho-
gonality of Li and b'2 over s implies lodim L(Ri)jQi < k — m = lodim Li. 
Hence the linear congruence Qi belongs to s/(Li). 
By induction hypothesis there is a congruence 2Vi on Li, which is a (k — m)-
extension of Qi and fulfils lodim LijNi < k — m. By 2.4, N = U {Qr; 
r eLijNi} = U {Qr; r = [uv] & (uv) e Ni} is a linear congruence on L and 
Ni = N n (Li x Li). 
If (uv) e N, u ^ v, v $ R1, then (uv) e Q. To prove it let us assume t h a t 
(uv) £ $ . Then [^v] is projective with some [uiv{] ^ Li, (uiv{) e Ni, (uiv{) <£ Q. 
By the definition of JVi then [uiVi] (or some its non-trivial subinterval) is 
projective with a lower (k — m)-chain [xiy{] in .Li, (xiyi) eN, (xiyi) $Qi. 
By 3.2, there is a lower (k — m)-system ci c £1 over #1 such tha t yiECi* 
We denote C2 = {y V ^ 1 ; y e ^4} * then c == ci U C2 is a ^-system in .L over xi. 
For any y e C2 we have (xiy) e R and for y eci we have <#i?/> ^ Q. Thus, 
by 4.4, <#r2/> e R holds for any y eci. As the element 2 was chosen so t h a t 
lodim (Li n 22°) < & — m, ci c 221, ^1 e 2sJi. If we denote zi = z \J (v J\ yi) fi 
^ jf?1, then for y e b'2 there is y <• z\ and (?/ V #1) A (zi V %i) = y V %\> %\-
There is also y1 A (21 V *i) = y\ A (2 V {v A 2/i) V a?i = (2/1 A 2) V (yi A v) V 
V (yi A #i) = 8 V (2/1 A (v V a*)) = ^ V yx = y\ > xl9 using the projectivity 
of [uv], [xiy{]. Hence m(xi, zi)> m and we have obtained a contradiction 
with the maximality of m. 
Now we define a relation J in I as follows: (uw), (wu) e J, if there is 
veL, u ^ v ^ w such tha t (uv) E Q and (vw) e N. Evidently, J is reflexiv, 
symmetric and compatible with the lattice operations in L. The transitivity 
of J is proved quite analogously to the transitivity of N in the proof of 4.4. 
Thus, J is a linear congruence on L and, as the orthogonality of Lx and b'2 
2 5 0 
over s implies tha t every lower (k — m) -chain in L\ is a lower fc-chain in L, J 
is a ^-extension of Q. We denote N£ = Px, N
1- = P, J± = K. 
Let y £ K°, then there is r = [uv], (iiv) eJ, u #- v such tha t r(y) = v. 
Then [u f\ y, v f\ y] ~ [uv] holds, therefore r can be chosen so tha t v < y. 
The assumption y e B° gives us u, v e B°, (uv) EQ, u = v. Thus y $ B° and 
we have proved B° _= K°, i. e. B° = K° according to 2.2. 
The definition of iNi implies tha t there is y\ e b\ such that (xy\) E N\ and 
(xy) e P\ for y e b\, y\ 4- y. Let us denote p = [xy{]. 
First let u e B\, u$ B1, then y\ f\ u$ B1. As [x f\ u,y\ f\ u] ~ [xy\] 
holds, there is (x f\ u, y\ f\ u) e N and therefore (x f\ u, y\ f\ u) e Q, 
(xy\) EQ, x = y\. This is a contradiction with y\ e b\ and we have proved 
B\ <= B\ 
Now let ueB*, u^K1. Then also for u\ = (u f\ y\) \f s e L\, U\EB^, 
u\ ^ K1 holds. Thus there are v,weL such tha t (vw) eJ,v<iv and u\ f\ v = 
= u\ f\ w. Then [vw] ~ [u\ \J v, u\\f w] shows tha t we may assume u\ < v. 
But u\ e Bp and u\ E B1 implies (vw) E N. Thus there are V\,W\EL such 
tha t [vw], [v\W\] are projective and again we may assume u\ ^ v\. Hence 
we have (v\iv\) E N\, u\ ^ v\ < w\ ^ t. On the other hand, if we denote 
s± = \/ (bj — {y\}), we get [xy{\ ~ [s\t] = q, therefore u\ E B
x
q, i. e. u\ \J s = 
= u\ V t = t and (s\t) E N\. From the properties of transposed intervals 
it follows tha t we have obtained a contradiction with the linearity of N\. 
So Bxp ^ K
1 has been proved. At the same time we have K1 ^ P1 c B]}, 
thus K1 = P1 = B1p. Therefore L(K) = L - (B° U i £ ) . 
Let d be a ^-system in L(K) over w, such tha t (wv)£J, i . e . (wv)$Q 
and by 4.4 (wv) EB for any v Ed. Then d ^ B1, w E B1 must hold. 
We denote x\= \J {p(v) ;vEd},r = [x\y\] and have x\E p, x\< y\, d c B®.. 
Then r is a (k — ra)-chain in Zi and there are a (fc — ra)-system ai in .Li and 
a ^-system a in £ over x\ such t ha t 1/1 e a\, \f a\ = t, a\ c= a and for y E a, 
(z V x\) f\ y = x\ if and only if y E a\. 
If wre denote u = x\ f\ w, then u e B1 and denoting ao = {w f\ y; y Ea & 
& (xi V w) A 2/ > #i}, d0 = {̂ i A v; v E d & (x\ V w) A ^ > w}, Co = {y f\ v; 
y Ea & (x\ \/ w) f\ y = x\& v Ed & (x\ \J w) f\ v = w & (y \f w) f\ (v \f x\)> 
> x\\f w} we obtain from the proof of 2.4 [1] tha t c = ao U Co U do is 
a k-system over u. 
We have w EB® and therefore (#i \f w) f\ y\ = x\. As y EB® holds for 
y Ea, y ^ y\, there is a0 .= -fij?. For any v Ed,v EB® holds, hence (?/i V w) A 
f\ (v \f x\) = x\\J w and do, Co _= iJj?. We have shown c £ JSj?. 
Let us denote ci = {v; v E C & v f\ (z \f u) = u}, c% = {v; v E C & v A 
A (z V u) > ^ } - The maximality of m implies tha t card c% ^ m. On the other 
hand, we denote u\ = s \f u, v\ = s \f v, v' = t f\ v, v'x = s \J v' = t f\ v\ for 
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any v e C\, c[ = {v[; v e c) and get (z \J x\) A (#1 V v) = (z \J u \J x\) J\ 
J\ (x\\J v) = ((z \J u) J\v) \J x\ = u \J x\ =: x\ for any v ec\. As [uv] is 
a chain, then [x\, x\ \J v] is also a chain. If x\< x\ \J v, then, by 3.2, x\ \J v 
is comparable exactly with one element y e a\ (y 4= y\ as v e R?r) and x\ < 
< y A (^1 V v) = t A (#1 V *>)• A s l>i A « , » ] ~ [#i A v\, v\] ~ [a*, a ; i V « ] = 
= [x\, x\ V ^i], also x\ A v < v', #i A fli < v'\> -• e- ^ i < v[ must hold. If 
x\ = x\ \J v, then v ^ #i ^ t, V\ ^ £, v[ = v\ and again u\ < v[. Hence c[ is 
an independent system in L\ over u\ with the same cardinality as c\, therefore 
card c\ ^ k — m and card c% = m, card ci = card cx = k — m. 
By the definition of JVi, there is v e c\ such tha t (u\v[y e N\. The linearity 
of JVi implies tha t x\ < X\ \J v is impossible, so tha t v ^ x\, v,v\ < t, v[ = v\, 
(u\V\) e N\. Now u ^ v J\ u\ = v J\ (s \J u) ^ v /\ (z \J u) = u, v \J u\ = 
= v\Js\Ju = v\Js = v\, [uv] ~ [u\V\] give (uvy e N. 
From v ^ x\ we get v edo (see also the proof of 2.4 [1]), hence there is 
qed such tha t q' ~ (x\ \J w) J\ q> w and v = x\ A <?• We have v /\ w = 
= x\/\q/\w = x\/\iv = u and v \J w = (x\ J\ q) \J w = (x\ \J w) J\ 
A (<? V w) = #'> i- e. [ ^ ] ~ [^g'] and (wq'y G N. By the linearity of N, 
for any y ed, y 4= q, w < y' ^ y there is (wy'y $ JV. 
If q' < q, then cZ' = {q} U {q' V y; y ed & y ^ q} is again a ^-system in 
Z(Ji'), this time over g', and again there is y' e d' such tha t <?'?/"> e JV for 
some y", q' < y" ^ y'. If */' + q, i. e. y' = q' \J y, y e d, y 1= q, then [wry] ~ 
- [q'y'] and [w, y A y"]~ [q'y"]> -• e. [w, y A 2/"] e ]Sf, to < y /\ yf[ ^ y, which 
is impossible. Therefore y' = q and <</'</"> G iV, g ' < </" ^ g. Then [q'q"] ~ 
~ [x\ \f w, x\\J qff], i. e. x\ \J iv < x\ \J q", (x\ \J w, x\\J g"> e N. On the 
other hand x\ \J w,x\\J q" e R® give [x\y{] ~ [x\ \J w, y\\J w] and (y\ \J w) J\ 
A (#i V <?") = x\ y w. That is a contradiction with the linearity of N. 
Thus q' = q holds and (wqy e N, (wqy e J. We have proved t ha t 
lodim L(K)jJ < k. Therefore J e stf(L), S#(QQ, L), respectively, and (xy{) £ Qy 
(xy\) e J give a contradiction with the maximality of Q. Hence the assumption 
m > 0 is false, m = 0 holds and the proof is complete by 3.2. 
5.3. Let us define a relation 0 in s/(L) as follows: <iV#> e 0 if N = Q or 
if P = N\ R = Q\ P1 u R° = L holds. 
Then 0 is a partial order in stf(L). 
Proof . The reflexivity of 0 follows immediately. Let (NQy, (QNy e 0, 
then have P° c Ro, po ^ R0y i. e . P° = #o a i l d analogously P
1 = R1. Hence 
R1 U R° = £ , .L/JB is the two-element lattice and P = R. From 2.5 also 
N = Q follows. Therefore 0 is antisymmetric. To prove the transitivity of 0, 
let us set <JNy, (NQy e 0, J #= N, N 4= Q, K = J-K Then K1 U P° = L 
gives if1 .3 p i and P1 V R° = L implies K1 U P° = £ , i. e. <J$> G ^ . 
5.4. .Le£ M be a chain in (stf(L), 0y. Then the congruence QM = 2 ^ ^ 
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Proof . First let us define the relation QM as follows: (uv)>, (VIC)EQM 
if there are uo = u ^ ui < . . . < un = v, n ^ 0, such tha t (u^iUi) e U M, 
i = 1, ...,n. If we show tha t QM defined in this way is transitive, then 
evidently QM is a congruence fulfilling QM 12 Q e M, QM ^ ^ M, i. e. 
QM = %M. 
Thus let x<y, x< z, (xy} eNeM, (xzy GQEM, P = N\ R = QJL, 
N =j= Q. The congruences N, Q are ^-comparable, let e. g., <iVQ> e 2P. There 
is x $ P1, otherwise y eP1, x = y. Therefore x e P° and z<£R°, ze P1. If yeR°, 
then y /\ ze R° and a ; ^ | / A ^ 2 gives (x,y/\z}eQ, x = y /\ z. Hence 
[xy] ~ [z, y V z] and z < y \/ z, (z, y \J z} e N, which is a contradiction with 
z e P1. Therefore y e P1 and y/\zeP1,x^y/\z^y imply (y /\ z, y} e N, 
y /\ z = y, y ^ z, (yz) eQ. The transithrirty of 0* is proved by iteration of 
the previous and dual reasoning. The linearity of QM follows immediately 
from the definition. 
5.5. Let M be a maximal chain in (stf{Qo, L) U s/jc{L), &}, fulfilling 
(i) if b is a k-system over x and (xyy $ QM for any y eb, then for any Q e M, 
R = Q±- there is x e ^/{-R1) or V b G J § ? ( - P ° ) . 
Then lodim LjQM < k. 
Proof . Let us suppose lodim L\QM ^ k. By 2.1, there is a ^-system 6 in L 
over x such tha t for any y eb, (xyy <£QM holds. We denote ao = {Q; R = 
= Q± & x e «f(—R1)}, a1 = {Q;B = Q
±&\/bE&i—E?)}, then a = <a0ai> 
is a cut in M. Further we denote P° = n {J2f(—.22°); R = Q±&Qea1}, 
L1 = n {°U{—R1); R = Q± &Qea0}, La = L° nL
1 and see tha t La is a con-
vex sublattice of L and [x, \/ b] ^ La, hence s/k{La) # 0. Let Na be a maximal 
element in s#k{La), let JV be the congruence induced in L by Na, let P a = JV£, 
P = JV-
1-. N is linear by 2.4. 
As Na is ^-generated in La, there is a set MN of lower .fc-chains in La such 
t h a t iVa = 2 {#r n (£ a X La); r e Jtf* }. By 2.2, 2.4, then iV = 2 {# r; r G MN}, 
i . e . iV e ^ ( L ) and po = n {Pr°; r e MN}. If Q e a0, R = Q^, then for any 
r e Ifisr we have r c £ f l , therefore r c <%{—B
1), Pr° 2 — R
1, i. e. P° 2 — R1, 
P ° U P 1 = .L, <#iV> G ^ . Dually we can prove <iVQ> G ^ for Q e a1} hence 
K = M U {N} is a proper extension of M to a chain in (stf{Qo, L) U s/jc{L), 0*}. 
We shall show tha t K also fulfils (i), which will be a contradiction with the 
maximality of M. 
Let d be a ^-system over u, for any ^ G d let <w> s£ QK , hence (uvy & QM . 
Let a cut c = <CoCi> in Jtf be determined by d in the same way as the cut 
a by b. 
At first let a =t= c, let there exist () G a\ n Co (the case Q G ao n Ci is dual). 
Then <iV#> e &, i. e. P 1 U P° = P holds. Then P 1 2 P 1 , - P 1 £ — P 1 and 
^ ( — P 1 ) ^ ^ ( — P 1 ) . Therefore u G «T(—P1) gives us u e °ll{—P1). 
Now let a = c, i. e. [u, \J d] ^ La. As (uvy $ N, (uv)> $ Na holds for any 
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ved, the maximality of Na implies u e Pi or V d e Pa. Let ue Pi, then 
by 2.4 ueP1. Let us suppose u<£ ^(—P1), i . e . let there be ziP1, z ^ u. 
AsueL1 = n {<?/(—B1) ;R = Q±&Qe a0}, zeR
1 must hold for any R = Q±, 
Q e an. But v e R1 for any ved holds too and therefore u e R1 and s = u f\ z e 
G n {221; P = Q x & Q G an}. Hence by 5.2, any lower &-chain r in [8, V d] 
fulfils r c £ i . As V deL°, evidently also r c Lft holds, i. e. r ^ La. The 
proof of 5.2 gives us an extension Nf of N, generated by a set of Qr, where r 
are lower fc-chains in [8, V d], hence Na = N' n (.La X .La) is a fc-extension 
of Na in Zta. Moreover, we have, denoting P' = iV
/J-, P^ = iV'^, ^ <£ P ' 1 and 
^ <£ P'J, therefore Na is a proper A:-extension of Na, which is a contradiction 
with the maximality of Na. We have proved u e °ti(—-P
1). I n the case V d e Pa, 
V d eJ§? (—Pn) is shown dually. The proof is complete. 
5.6. For any QoGs/(L) there is N es$f(Qo, L) such that lodim LjN < Jc. 
Proof . By 4.3, there is a maximal element Q GS/(QO, L). By 4.4, 5.2 the 
one-element chain {Q} in (srf(Qo, L) U s#k(L), ^ > fulfils 5.5(i). As the set 
of all chains in (s#(Qo, L) u s$u(L), &} fulfilling 5.5(i) satisfies the condition 
of maximality, there is a maximal chain M in (&/(Qo, L) U S$K(L), 0*y ful-
filing 5.5(i) such t h a t QeM, i . e . QM^Q- Then evidently QM e £0 (Qo, L) 
and lodim L/QM < & by 5.5. 
5.7. Theorem. IfL is a distributive lattice and lodim L is finite, then lodim L = 
= dim L = ldim L. 
P r o o f . By induction is given by 4.0, 5.0, 5.1 and 5.6. 
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